Objectives & Requirements

Objectives

• **Present** and **discuss** current research being done at IVC + DRZ

• **Strengthen** expertise on the field

• **Provide a platform for collaboration** across widely different topics researched at IVC + DRZ

• **Practice** scientific **presentations**

Requirements

• **PhD students** must **present** their research once in a year

• Have **75% presence rate**

• Try to give **feedback** to other **PhD students**, specially if the research is related to your own

• Try to **put effort** on your presentations
PhD Seminar Format

• **First sessions**: post-doc/senior PhDs and researchers present their research and current projects first
  - Check CGL website for list and talk titles

• **Your presentation topic** could be:
  - **Current** project;
  - **Previous** research;
  - **Present** a paper/algorithm/method

• **Presentations** will be **30 minutes** + questions
  - **One PhD student per session**
  - I will send an **e-mail** for **divulgation** to **IVC + CGL**
  - Send **abstract** and **title** one week before your presentation
Senior Researchers Presentations

- 22/02: Today – Intro Talk
- 28/02: Dr. Vinicius C. Azevedo (CGL)
- 06/03: Dr. Tobias Günther (CGL)
- 13/03: TBA
- 20/03: TBA

PhD Students Presentations (Order defined randomly)

- 27/03: Denys Rozumnyi (11)
- 03/04: Luca Cavalli (17)
- 10/04: Prashanth Chandran (18)
- 01/05: Silvan Weder (27)
- 08/05: Nemanja Bartolovic (51)
- 15/05: Taein Kwon (52)
- 22/05: Gaspard Zoss (68)
- 29/05: Jascha Uriel (77)

• Subs: Viktor and Mihai-Alexandru
Feedbacks & Questions?